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12D Beautiful Northern Xinjiang Tour 
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DAY BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER ACCOMMODATION 

1 On Board X Chinese Meals 5* Mirage Hotel Urumqi or similar  

2 Hotel Chinese Meals Xin Jiang Style 4* FuYun Hotel or similar  

3 Hotel Chinese Meals Freshwater Fish 4* God Lake Hotel or similar   

4 Hotel Chinese Meals Chinese Meals Hemu Beiyuanchun or similar  

5 Hotel Chinese Meals Chinese Meals 4* Zijin Hotel or similar 

6 Hotel Chinese Meals Xin Jiang Noodles 4* Kuitun Hotel or similar 

7 Hotel Chinese Meals Kazakh flavour 4* Yili Hotel or similar  

8 

Hotel Chinese Meals Roast Sheep flavour 4* Kongzhong Grassland Holiday 

Hotel or similar 

9 Hotel Yak meat flavor Chinese Meals 3* White Swan Hotel or similar  

10 
Hotel Chinese Meals Chinese Meals 5* Xinjiang International Cannes 

Jianguo Hotel or similar 

11 Hotel Chinese Meals Chinese Meals 5*Chengdu Serengeti Hotel or similar 

12 Hotel   
 



 

D1 Singapore Beijing(or Chengdu,Guangzhou) Urumqi(D)  
Accommodation: 5* Mirage Hotel Urumqi or similar 

Take the flight to Urumqi - the capital of Xinjiang via Beijing,Chengdu orGuangzhou . Dinner with local cuisine. After 
dinner, check in hotel. 

D2 Urumqi Fuyun   (460Km 8Hrs)             

Accommodation: 4* FuYun Hotel or similar 

【Kalamaili Nature Reserve】established in April 1982 , with a total area of 17,000 square kilometers . Located in the 

Junggar Basin of Karameh , symbolizing the death of the desert , in appearance silence , if not walk into it , totally not find , 

here was actually a haven for wildlife . Kalamaili Nature Reserve in Xinjiang ungulate wildlife main activity area. Since the 

1980s, the establishment of protected areas, the Mongolian wild ass , gazelle geese and other wild animals increased 

significantly, Przewalski's horse gradually adapt to the wild life for the first time since 2001 to put the wild and become a 

beautiful landscape protected areas. 

【Fire Mountain】is located in Changji Hui Autonomous Prefecture mountain territory Qitai Wucaiwan area. Its area is 10 

square kilometers , Huoshaoshan biggest feature is the many gentle rolling hills by the brick-red and orange rock 

formations , bright , hard, hit Qiangran with sound, crisp sound . Entire hilly area in the sun the whole body flushed, shiny, 

very spectacular , exposure to this, imagine hundreds of thousands of years ago, the spectacular scene of flames . Looking 

around, almost no other colors. Every morning and evening, at sunrise or sunset shine, as if still burning, hence the name. 

D3 Fuyun Burqin   (320km 5Hrs)                 

Accommodation：4*God Lake Hotel or similar 

【Keketuohai & shuttle bus】is located in northern Xinjiang FUYUN 48 kilometers northeast of the county between the 

Altai. River Irtysh just from running through the town, is the origin of the town name. Keketuohai, Kazakh means "green 

jungle." Mongolian, meaning "blue bay." Here is rich in mineral resources. 

【Irtysh natural scenery】Irene Wood Lake water is clear and transparent, the summer climate is cool and pleasant, is a 

good place for a holiday; unique winter snow and ice resources, Shen Zhongshan, Dashimen, Xiao Shimen, Spring, Fairy 

Cave etc., are also looking for tourmaline, Highland, crystal, Snow lotus, and other treasure. 

【3#Pit】 pit is called the fourth-largest open pit mine in the "Three veins", containing tantalum, niobium, potassium, 

silicon and other 84 kinds of minerals, known as the Chinese and foreign experts "natural mineral museum." 

D4 Burqin Hemu Village Kanas   (210km 3Hrs)                 

Accommodation：4* Hongfu Hotel or similar 

【Hemu Village】Located within the Kanas Lake scenic area in the north of Xinjiang, Hemu, one of the six most 

beautiful villages in China, is a rather primitive village. Here, visitors can enjoy the snow mountain, icy lake, grassland 

and primitive Tuwa minority village whom lived there thousand years. 

D5 Kanas Lake Nature Reserve (sleeping Dragon Bay, Moon Bay, Heavenly Bay, Sandaowan, Guanyu Pavillion, 
Tuwa Village) Hemu Village    (210km 3hrs)      
Accommodation: 4* Zijin Hotel or similar 

【Kanas Lake Nature Reserve】the most beautiful mountain lake. It has attained a reputation as “the tourism pearl of 

Mountain Altai”. The lake takes on different colours following the four seasons of the year. Pass through the Altai forest 

enjoy the view of Heavenly Bay, Sleeping Dragon Bay and Moon Bay. 

【Tuwas】A Mongolian tribe called Tuwa lives on the south bank of the Kanas Lake. Believing in Lamaism, it is a valiant 

ethic minority with a long history. Tuwa people speak Turkish, resembling the language of Kazakh, and live on hunting and 

graze. They also have a special folk custom. 

D6 Hemu VillageGohst CityDushanzi（or Kuitun）  (500km 6hrs)   

Accommodation: 4* Kuitun Hotel or similar 

【Ghost City】Northwest of the Junggar Basin is the Wuerhe (also "Urho") region, where there is a unique wind-eroded 

geological feature  commonly referred to as "wind city" because of the frequently howling winds. Due to its eeriness, it is 

also commonly referred to as "Ghost City". 

【Oil Field】in 217 national highway , looking ahead, the vast Gobi Desert wells everywhere , how could not see the end 

of oil into the Barry area , greeted the most, are those stand tall oil derrick , there supported on the hob with the long arm of 

the extraction machine . This extraction machine, orange , from afar, very eye-catching , the locals to oil the machine played 

a very lively and popular name - " kowtow machine" 

 



 

D7 Dushanzi(or Kuitun) Sayram LakeYining（Via Fruit Valley, Huo Er Guo Si Port）(500km 6hrs)                                   

Accommodation: 4* Yili Hotel or similar 

【Sayram Lake】 is the largest alpine lake in Xinjiang. It is a fairyland with wonderful natural scenery. The lake is like a 

brilliant emerald inlaid in the basin surrounded by Tianshan Mountain. The water in the lake is very pure and clear. Flocks 

of ducks and swans coast on its surface. Flourishing cypress and cedar trees cover the whole mountain range. Cottages 

scatter the foothills of the mountains. Horses and sheep call on the mountain slope. What a vivid and splendid picture! 

【Fruit Valley】is famous for its all flowers are in bloom and wild fruits are drifting fragrance. early in autumn and later 

in summer, climate is cool and enjoyful, you can appreciate different sceneries of four seasons in Fruit Valley; flowers of 

the bottom of gully are brilliant, bees fly and butterflies dance; again and again wild fruits in hillside, a plentiful and 

substantial autumn scenery; look at the distance, mountains and tower pine stand, gradual autumn wind ,the peak of 

mountains which was covered with white snow take on a scenery of cold winter. There are many clear stream, flowing 

down waterfall, show natural infinite vital force. 

【Huo Er Guo Si Port】It is the most important port. In addition to its long history since ancient Silk Road, the 

establishment of China-Kazakhstan Huoerguosi international frontier cooperation center nowadays makes it becomes 

bridgehead and access to Central Asia. 

D8 YiningNalati   (150km 2hrs)      

Accommodation: 4* Kongzhong Grassland Holiday Hotel or similar 

【Yi Paer Khan Lavender base】Yili is famous Lavender base as Provence France, Hokkaido Japan.Yi Paer Khan is a 

lavender -based, mint , Roman chamomile , rose and rosemary spices supplemented development companies, there are 2.2 

million acres of lavender plantations . The annual lavender oil production and reserves of up to 80 tons , 200 tons of dried 

flowers of lavender . 

【Nalati grassland】Located in eastern Xinyuan county in the Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region, the Nalati grassland 

retains much of its natural and ethnic beauty. Nalati scenic area covers 400 sq km of the country's second largest 

grassland.The grassland has quiet streams, fresh air and abundant vegetation. It's home to a 10th of China's Kazakh 

community, and its rolling hills are dotted with their camps. 

D9 Nalati grassland  Bayinbuluke (150km 2hrs)    

Accommodation:3* White Swan Hotel or similar 

【Bayinbuluke grassland containing shuttle bus】 Bayinbuluke Mongolian word for "rich spring water." Far in 2600 

years ago, there were activities that is regardless of division. Bayinbuluke prairie, located in Hejing County, northwest, 

southeast Ili valley, at an elevation of about 2,500 meters, an area of about 23,000 square kilometers, is a typical prairie 

meadow grasses, also Tianshan Mountains most fertile summer pastures. Bayinbuluke grasslands inhabited by Mongolian, 

Han, Tibetan, Kazakh and other nine ethnic. 

【Swan Nature Reserve, including horse riding round】Thousands white swans, flew here from southern breeding 

habitat, hence the name "Swan Lake." Here clear lake, nestled among snow-capped mountains, in addition to the Swan, but 

there's more than seventy kinds of birds in this existence, there are the largest amounts swans in China. 

【Jiu Shiba Wan Scenic include return tram】 

Bayinbuluke prairie landscape is one of the most famous "Jiuqu Shiba Wan", which is the Source of Kaidu River.  

D10 Bayinbuluke Karla (420km 6hrs)     

Accommodation: 5* Xinjiang International Cannes Jianguo Hotel or similar 

【Scenery Tianshan】Tianshan Mountains in central Asia ( mainly in China's Xinjiang ) a big mountain , across central 

China's Xinjiang , the western end extends into Kazakhstan . The ancient name of the White Mountains or snow-capped 

mountains . 

【Tiemen Pass(Iron Gate)】 

It was originally erected in the Jin Dynasty (265-420). It was built in a twisted, deep and steep valley that was a path on 

the Silk Road. It had great military importance, as anyone who wants to come into the Tarim Basin must pass through it 

first. 

【 Korla Pear】A lot of people have not been to Xinjiang , have not been to Korla , but all know the famous Korla Pear . 

Korla oasis , is a famous Korla Pear origin. Sweet juicy pear is famous worldwide. 



 

【Peacock River】Peacock River across Korla city, the Korla City is divided into two parts. 

D11 Korla Urumqi The International Bazaar  
Accommodation: 5* Mirage Hotel Urumqi or similar 

【Boston Lake by cruise】 Bostern Lake is the largest inland fresh water lake in China. The lake looks like a fairyland 

winning its reputation of being a “pearl” in the desert sea.  

【Dabancheng wind power stations】hundreds of towering turbines , the wind swirling , blue sky , white clouds contrast , 

The Mountain Bogda under the background, over the vast wilderness , forming a spectacular windmill World. This is 

currently China's largest wind power base - Xinjiang reached Osaka City wind power plants. Over the vast wilderness , 

forming a spectacular windmill World. This is currently China's largest wind power base - Xinjiang reached Daban City 

wind power plants. 

【The International Bazaar】 

As a must to get a feel for the local life, the Grand Bazaar is a magnificent commercial complex with a strong Islamic 

architectural influence that includes a banquet hall, a food court, a sightseeing tower, an open-air stage, and a mosque. 

D12 Urumqi BeijingSingapore 

After breakfast, transfer to airport for flight to Singapore. 

**Include: 

1，Return air ticket economy class，Airport Taxes，Tipping for tour guide and driver 

2，11night Hotel as per itinerary 

3，Meal as per itinerary, Entrance tickets, coach. 

4, Xinjiang Culture Show and Dinner 

**Exclude：China Visa Fee，Travel Insurance， Personal consumption  

Remark: Tipping for tour guide and driver and porter fee $6pax/day. Luggage $1/luggage. 

Tipping for tour leader $3/pax/day. 

1) Xinjiang because of remoteness, Conditions worse of meals, accommodation and etc.. Arduous journey distant, 

 to be on the way to a simple restaurant for lunch .And the city phase conditions worse than economically developed cities. 

Passengers must be In Rome do what the Romance do. The beautiful scenery, the absolute value of the price. 

2) The sequence of the itinerary and all of the flight details is subjected to change in accordance to the arrangement based on the 

local agency. 

 

 

 

 

 


